Abstract-One possible approach to achieve scalability in reliable multicast is to use a hierarchy. A hierarchy can be established at the application level, or by using router assistance. Because the routers have more detailed knowledge about the underlying network topology, intuitively a hierarchy produced by router assistance is expected to improve performance. In this paper we test this assumption by comparing two schemes, one that uses an Application-Level Hierarchy (ALH) and another that uses Router-Assisted Hierarchy (RAH). Contrary to our expectations, we find that the qualitative performance of ALH is comparable to RAH when a good technique is used to build the hierarchy. We do not model the overhead of creating the hierarchy nor the cost of adding router-assistance to the network. Therefore, our conclusions inform rather than close the debate of which approach is better.
I. INTRODUCTION
Reliable multicast has received significant attention recently in the research literature [3] , [14] , [11] , [6] , [2] , [10] , [8] , [17] . The key design challenge for reliable multicast is scalable recovery of losses. The two main impediments to scale are implosion and exposure. Implosion occurs when, in the absence of coordination, the loss of a packet triggers simultaneous redundant messages (requests and/or retransmissions) from many receivers. In large multicast groups, these messages may swamp the sender, the network, or even other receivers. Exposure wastes resources by delivering a retransmitted message to receivers which have not experienced loss. Another challenge that arises in the design of reliable multicast is long recovery latency, which may result from suppression mechanisms to solve the implosion problem. Latency can have significant effect on application utility and on the amount of buffering required for retransmissions. Finally, highly dynamic groups may result in a loss of efficiency because they break assumptions about group constituency and structure.
One popular class of solutions is hierarchical data recovery. In these schemes, participants are organized into a hierarchy. By limiting the scope of recovery data and control messages between parents and children in the hierarchy, both implosion and exposure can be substantially reduced. Hierarchies introduce a latency penalty, but that only grows proportional to the depth of the hierarchy. The biggest challenge with hierarchical solutions is the construction and maintenance of the hierarchy, especially for dynamic groups. For optimal efficiency, the recovery hierarchy must be congruent with the actual underlying multicast tree 1 . Divergence of these structures can lead to inefficiencies when children select parents who are located downstream in the multicast tree.
One approach, exemplified by RMTP [11] , is to use manual configuration or application-level mechanisms to construct and maintain the hierarchy. Manual hierarchy construction techniques rely either on complete or partial (e.g., where the border routers are) knowledge of the topology. Automated hierarchy construction techniques rely on dynamically discovering tree structure, either explicitly by tracing tree paths [10] , or implicitly by using techniques based on expanding ring search. Once a hierarchy is formed, children recursively recover losses from their parents in the hierarchy by sending explicit negative acknowledgments.
Another approach, exemplified by LMS [14] , proposes to use minimal router support not only to make informed parent/child allocation, but also to adapt the hierarchy under dynamic conditions. In some of these router-assisted schemes, hierarchy construction is achieved by routers keeping minimal information about parents for downstream receivers, then carefully forwarding loss recovery control and data messages to minimize implosion and exposure. In these schemes, hierarchy construction requires little explicit mechanism at the application-level at the expense of adding router functionality. Because of this, one would expect these router-assisted hierarchies (Section II-B) to differ from the application-level hierarchies (Section II-A) in two different ways: a) router-assisted hierarchies are finer-grained; that is, have many more "internal nodes" in the hierarchy; and b) they are more congruent to the underlying multicast tree.
Then, it is natural to ask, as we do in this paper: Is the performance of application-level hierarchies qualitatively different than that of router-assisted hierarchies? To our knowledge, this question has not been addressed before. We study this question by evaluating two specific schemes: LMS and an RMTP-like schemes which use two specific hierarchy construction techniques. For our comparison we used four metrics: recovery latency, exposure, data traffic network overhead, and control traffic network overhead. We approach the question from two angles: first, we use analysis (Section III) to determine the asymptotic behavior of the two schemes for regular trees, and second, we employ simulation (Section IV) to study the performance of large irregular multicast trees. These irregular multicast trees are randomly generated on real-world topologies such as the Internet [4] , and the Mbone [13] topology [16] .
Before doing this performance comparison, our expectation was that router-assisted hierarchies would significantly outperform application-level hierarchies. Our finding was surprising: that, with careful hierarchy construction, the performance of application-level hierarchies is comparable to that of routerassisted hierarchies, even though the former have a coarsegrained recovery structure. However, as we show, there exist pathological hierarchy construction techniques for which application-level hierarchies perform qualitatively worse than router-assisted hierarchies. Thus, the congruence of the hierarchy to the underlying multicast tree seems to be more important to performance that having a fine-grain recovery structure.
We should emphasize that we model only the essential features of the two schemes, and while our conclusions may be colored by the specific schemes we chose, we believe our results have a bearing on the larger issue of how router-assisted hierarchies compare to application-level hierarchies. Furthermore, our conclusions inform but do not necessarily close the debate regarding the appropriate approach to hierarchical data recovery. Our evaluation metrics do not capture the complexity and cost of hierarchy construction, or the complexity of adding router-assistance for hierarchical recovery to the network.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present in details the application-level and router-assisted schemes we consider in this paper, and describe the evaluation metrics. Section III presents the k-ary tree analytical results for both schemes. Section IV present and discusses the simulation results for real-network topologies. Related work and conclusions are in Section V and Section VI respectively.
II. HIERARCHICAL MULTICAST DATA RECOVERY SCHEMES
As the name implies, hierarchical reliable multicast schemes solve the scalability problem by structuring the group into a hierarchy. Because a hierarchy explicitly enforces scope on the data recovery, it is a natural approach to address many of the problems described earlier, including implosion, exposure and latency. Based on the mechanisms used to create and maintain the hierarchy, we can distinguish between two classes of hierarchical schemes. The first class, application-level hierarchical schemes (ALH), uses only end-to-end mechanisms assisted by the end-systems (the receivers) to create and maintain the hierarchy. The second class, router-assisted hierarchical schemes (RAH), uses assistance from the routers in the creation and maintenance of the hierarchy.
A. Application-Level Hierarchical Schemes
ALH schemes create and maintain the data recovery hierarchy by using only end-to-end mechanisms. Typical mechanisms include manual (static) configuration and expanding ring search to locate the nearest candidates. More sophisticated schemes employ heuristics like "loss fingerprinting" where receivers compare their loss fingerprints with those of potential parents and select the most appropriate. Both types, however, tend to be slow to adapt to dynamic conditions and are not always accurate in maintaining congruency. The Reliable Multicast Transport Protocol (RMTP) [11] is an example of an ALH scheme, and forms the basis of our ALH model. RMTP employs a combination of positive and negative acknowledgments (ACK and NACK)for data recovery. Because the focus of this paper is not on modeling and evaluating protocol details, but rather understanding the underlying mechanisms, we do not follow exactly the RMTP protocol; instead, we adopt the hierarchical approach in RMTP and model only NACKs and retransmissions.
Briefly, our ALH scheme works as follows. On Figure 1 Rx1 is a parent for Rx2, Rx7, and Rx8, while Rx2 itself is a parent for Rx3, Rx4, Rx5 and Rx6. Upon detecting loss (link R1 ; R2), children unicast NACKs to their parents (Rx3,Rx4, Rx5, Rx6 to Rx2, and Rx2 to Rx1.) If the parent has the data it sends it to its children by either unicast or multicast. A multicast response is sent to a local multicast group where only the children and the parent are members of this group. To select between unicast and multicast, a parent collects NACKs and uses multicast if at least 50% of the children requested data retransmission; otherwise the parent uses unicast (parent Rx1 to Rx2.)
If a parent does not have the requested data, its own parent also detects the loss from missing acknowledgments (and so on until we reach the root). After receiving the data each parent sends it to its children.
RMTP does not explicitly specify how the hierarchy is created; rather, in its current incarnation it assumes a manually con-figured static hierarchy. In order to explore the potential of ALH schemes, we introduce a rather powerful heuristic: we hypothesize that all participants have somehow obtained information about the distance to each other, and use that information in a heuristic algorithm to create the hierarchy. The algorithm creates the hierarchy in a bottom-up fashion as follows: among a group of participants, the node with the smallest sum of distances to all other nodes becomes a parent. Initially, all receivers are eligible to become parents and thus the lowest level of the hierarchy is formed by selecting parents among all receivers. Each of the receivers which was not elected as a parent chooses the closest parent node as its parent. The same heuristic is recursively applied at the next level among all the nodes that were selected as parents in the previous iteration, until we are left with a small number of nodes which become children of the root of the tree (i.e., the sender). The depth of the hierarchy is defined by the fraction of nodes to choose at each iteration, which is a number in the interval (0:0 0:5). A value of 0.1 for example means that among all nodes at level i in the data recovery hierarchy, 10% of them will become parents of the remaining 90%.
B. Router-Assisted Hierarchical Schemes
Router-assisted hierarchical schemes (RAH) use network assistance to achieve congruency between the hierarchy and the multicast tree. By eliminating the need to maintain the hierarchy through potentially expensive and complicated endsystem-based mechanisms, RAH schemes reduce application complexity and enable the development of large-scale reliable multicast applications. For our evaluation of RAH schemes we chose Lightweight Multicast Services (LMS) [14] as our model. LMS employs router assistance to create a dynamic hierarchy which continuously tracks the underlying multicast routing tree regardless of membership changes. The network assistance required by LMS is in the form of new forwarding services at the routers, and thus has no impact at the transport level. With LMS each router marks a downstream link as belonging to a path leading to a replier. A replier is simply a group member willing to assist with error recovery by acting as a parent for that router's immediate downstream nodes. Because they are selected by routers, parents are always upstream and close to their children. The forwarding services introduced by LMS allow routers to steer control messages to their replier, and allow repliers to request limited scope multicast from routers. More specifically, LMS adds the following three new services to routers:
Replier selection: potential repliers advertise their willingness to serve as repliers for a particular (Source, Group) pair with their local router. Routers propagate these advertisements upstream. Before propagating the message upstream, a router selects one of its downstream interfaces (based on an application-defined metric) as the replier interface. When all routers have received advertisements the replier state is established. Replier state is soft state which provides robustness and guards against replier and link failures.
NACK forwarding: LMS routers forward NACKs hop-by-hop according to the following rules: a NACK from the replier interface is forwarded upstream; a NACK from a non-replier interface (including the upstream interface) is forwarded to the replier interface. However, a NACK from a non-replier down- stream interface marks this router as the "turning point" of that NACK. Note that by definition, there can be only one turning point for each NACK but the same turning point may be shared by multiple NACKs. Before forwarding a NACK, the turning point router inserts in the packet the addresses of the incoming and outgoing interfaces, which we call the "turning point information" of the NACK. This information is carried by the NACK to the replier.
Directed multicast (DMCAST):
DMCAST is used by repliers to perform fine-grain multicast. A replier creates a multicast packet containing the requested data and addresses it to the group. The multicast packet is encapsulated into a unicast packet and sent to the turning point router (whose address was part of the turning point information) along with the address of the interface the NACK originally arrived at the turning point router. When the turning point router receives the packet, it decapsulates and multicasts it on the specified interface. An enhanced version of DMCAST may allow repliers to specify more than one interface that the packet should be directed to send on.
LMS works well in most cases to deliver the requested packet with minimum latency and only to receivers that need it. ever, in some cases LMS may expose receivers to retransmissions that do not need it. This occurs when loss happens on the replier path, as shown in Figure 4 . The resulting exposure does not affect correctness but may lead to wasted resources if a replier branch (the link between R2 and Rx2 in our example) is particularly lossy. LMS addresses this problem by selecting the replier branch that advertises the least loss. However, determining path loss characteristics can be hard, and thus LMS employs another method to eliminate exposure, which comes at the cost of eventually adding an extra hop to the retransmission. With this enhancement, a NACK by a downstream replier specifies that the reply should be unicast to the requestor itself rather than the turning point. For example, in Figure 5 (the same loss scenario as in Figure 4 ) Rx1 will directly unicast the reply to Rx2
and therefore there will be no exposure on the subtrees rooted at R3 and R4. The extra hop of retransmission can be illustrated by the example on Figure 6 and where the packet loss occurs on the link between R1 and R2. Similar to the previous example, the request by downstream replier Rx2 will reach Rx1 and the reply will be unicast back to Rx2. However, because in the mean time Rx2 has received NACKs from the downstream parts of the tree (Rx4 and Rx6), now it just needs to send a single enhanced directed multicast to R2 specifying that the reply should be multicast on links R2 ; R3 and R2 ; R4. Only if at some later time the requestor Rx2 receives more requests, direct multicasts are sent to the remaining part of the subtree. Note that this two-step process occurs only once, between the replier above the loss and the first requestor. We distinguish the previous version (which we call vanilla LMS) from this version, which we call "enhanced LMS." Preliminary experiments have shown that for large groups the increase in latency in enhanced LMS is negligible but there is a significant reduction in exposure. Therefore, in this paper we use the enhanced version of LMS.
We note that LMS is not the most aggressive router-assisted recovery scheme. Finer grain recovery schemes, in which routers themselves respond to loss recovery requests from downstream neighbors, can, perhaps perform better than LMS. While such schemes are conceivable, we believe they are impractical in that they require significant router state.
C. Metric Space
We did not model the overhead of creating a hierarchy with ALH schemes, because this depends strongly on the application and network characteristics. For example, in an application where membership is static, parents can be deployed manually and can yield excellent performance. At the other extreme, applications with mobile receivers may impose many restrictions on the type of the hierarchy creation algorithm and the parentchild associations.
If we ignore the overhead for creating and maintaining the hierarchy, the main source of inefficiencies in ALH schemes is the lack of congruency between the possibly fine grain hierarchy and the underlying multicast tree. Divergence of the two structures results in problems when children inadvertently join parents that are located downstream or are too far away, which results in an increase in recovery latency and network overhead.
For example, on Figure 2 Rx6 is at the very bottom of the multicast delivery tree, but is inadequately a parent for the upstream Rx2, Rx7 and Rx8. RAH schemes do not suffer from these problems because they continuously track the multicast topology (although the cost varies among different schemes).
We have defined a set of metrics to evaluate the two schemes which represent the impact of the data recovery mechanism on the application and the network. These metrics are defined below; in section II-D we will present some examples of those metrics computed for different data recovery schemes.
Data recovery latency. The recovery latency is defined as the ratio of the data recovery time observed by a receiver and the round-trip time from that receiver to the sender. A smaller value means that the receivers will wait shorter time to receive the missing data. For example, latency of 0.5 means that the time it will take for the receiver to recover the data is half of the round-trip time to the root/sender. The formula we use to compute the average data recovery latency across all receivers and across all links being lossy is:
NumberOfLossRcvs NumberOfLinks where Lat(r l ) is the receiver r latency when the packet loss is on link l, RTT(r) is the round-trip time from receiver r to the root of the tree, NumberOfLossRcvs is the total number of receivers that have observed any loss, and NumberOfLinks is the total number of links in the topology. In ALH schemes, sources of latency include longer recovery paths due to lack of congruency between the hierarchy and the multicast tree, and the latency due to multiple hops (parents). RAH schemes typically do not suffer from these problems because they (a) almost always recover from the nearest replier, and (b) have the capability of sending the multicast data to only one branch of the tree.
Receiver exposure. The exposure is defined as the ratio of the extra amount of packets that have been received by a receiver (and eventually discarded), and the total number of packets sent by the sender. Ideally, this metric should be 0 (i.e., no extra packets received and no extra processing by the receivers). The formula we use to compute the average exposure across all receivers and across all links being lossy is:
extra packets) when the packet loss is on link l, NumberOfExpRcvs is the total number of receivers that have observed any exposure, and NumberOfLinks is the total number of links in the topology. ALH schemes suffer from exposure when more than half (but not all) children lose a packet which result into a local multicast. With RAH schemes the problem is limited to only few specific cases due to the ability to use subcast.
Data traffic network overhead. The data traffic network overhead is defined as the ratio of the amount of used network resources because of the retransmitted multicast data (in term of total number of data packets sent over any link in the network), and the size of the subtree (in number of links) that did not receive the data. In the ideal case the data network overhead will be 1.0 (e.g., when the node right above the lossy link has the data and it will send a single multicast packet down the whole branch of the tree that did observe the loss). ALH schemes suffer from this overhead because of the inefficiency introduced by the unicast/multicast combination. The formula we use to compute the average data overhead across all lossy links is:
NumberOfLinks where Data(l) is the total amount of data traffic that will be created when the packet loss is on link l, Subtree(l) is the size of the subtree (in term of number of links) that did not receive the data, i.e., the subtree below (and including) link l, and NumberOfLinks is the total number of links in the topology.
Control traffic network overhead. Similar to the data traffic overhead, the control overhead is defined as the ratio of the amount of used network resources by the control packets (the NACKs) and the size of the subtree that did not receive the data. We consider ratio of 1.0 as optimal, even though this is not the theoretically lowest ratio. For example, if the node right above the lossy link was a replier, the control overhead will be 1.0 if there was exactly one NACK sent over all of the links of the subtree below the lossy link before the replier receive a NACK. ALH schemes may suffer more than RAH schemes because with ALH there is less opportunity to do NACK fusion. Similar to the data overhead, the formula we use to compute the average control overhead is:
C o n t r o l (l) S u b t r e e (l) NumberOfLinks where Control(l) is the total amount of control traffic that will be generated in the network when the packet loss is on link l.
D. Examples of Measuring ALH and RAH Performance
The metrics we described in the previous section can be illustrated by the following examples. Consider first the ALH example on Figure 1 . Five of the receivers will send NACKs to their parents, and the control overhead will be 15 8 = 1 :875 (the size of the subtree that did not receive the data is 8). The data overhead then will be 3+7 8 = 1 :25. The data latency for receiver Rx2 will be 6 (the RTT to Rx1), but the latency for Rx3, Rx4, Rx5, Rx6 will be ;1+6+3=8
2 . If we assume that the sender is two hops away from R1, then the average data latency will be 6=8+4 8=10 5 = 0:79. The exposure in this particular example is 0. If the ALH data recovery hierarchy was not created efficiently, such as the hierarchy on Figure 2 , then the latency, data and control overhead will be respectively 0.94, 1.375, and 2.375 (note that the latency for Rx2 is 12, because it is one hop closer to the sender than its parent). The exposure in this example is also 0.
If we look in the example for the RAH scheme on Figure 6 (enhanced LMS) which has the same setup of receivers and link loss as in the above example, the latency, data and control overhead, and exposure are respectively 0.79, 1.25, 1.625 and 0. On the contrary, if we used vanilla LMS (see Figure 3) , the latency, data, and control overhead would be respectively 0.63, 1.125 and 1.625. However, the average receiver exposure on Figure 4 for each of the receivers that received extra packet (Rx3, Rx4, Rx5, Rx6) will be 4 (2;1) 4 = 1 :0.
III. K-ARY TREE ANALYSES OF RAH AND ALH
To get initial understanding on the scalability property of the ALH and RAH schemes, we did some simple analyses on k-ary trees. In our analyses we assumed that the root of the tree is the sender, and that all leaves are receivers. Thus, a k-ary tree of depth L has k L receivers. Also, in case of ALH we assumed that the recovery hierarchy is created such that each parent has k ; 1 children. Given these assumptions, the same parent nodes for ALH are the repliers for RAH. For each of the schemes we assumed a single link loss and computed the average (per link-loss across all links) for each of the metrics described in Section II-C. Table III shows the approximate analytical results 3 . The results for the latency, data and control overhead are plotted on Figure 7 , Figure 8 and Figure 9 respectively. We should note that it is not because of the approximation, but by the setup definition that the control overhead for both schemes is the same, and the exposure is zero.
First, it is interesting to note that the data and the control overhead for both schemes are independent (after the approximation) from tree depth L, and only slightly depend on tree fanout k, approaching factor of two overhead for large fanout. The factor of two is because, for example, in most cases a loss on a receiver link will be recovered by a parent/replier that is just two hops away. Further, the data overhead for ALH is slightly worse than RAH. This is a little bit surprising, because intuitively one would have expected a larger difference: in RAH a single subcast will cover a whole branch of the tree, while in ALH the recovery will be multicasted to only some of the nodes within that branch (the children of the parent performing the recovery, and then re-multicasted by those children.) On the other hand, while the data recovery latency for RAH decreases slightly when the tree depth L increases, the ALH latency increases linearly with L. However, the increase is in fact logarithmic to the number of receivers, and only for extremely large number of receivers the difference between RAH and ALH can be of the order of few times.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The analytical results we presented in Section III apply only given the assumptions we have about the topology and the receivers setup, and may not be true in the general case. Some of the questions we want to answer through numerical simulations are:
How RAH and ALH perform with real-world router-level topology and how do they compare to each other.
How other real-world topology may impact the results.
What is the impact of the hierarchy creation parameter for the ALH scheme.
What would be the performance penalty for ALH if we did not use any heuristic to create the data recovery topology (i.e., if the hierarchy was randomly created). First we will describe our simulation setup, and then will present and discuss the results.
A. Simulation Setup
In most of the simulations we used a router-level Internet-core topology of 54533 nodes [4] . To investigate the results sensitivity for different real-world topologies, we used also a map of the Mbone [13] topology (a virtual router-level overlay topology) with total of 4179 nodes [16] . We assumed a single-source multicast distribution tree with the source at the root of the tree. The receivers were placed at random and their number varied between 5 and 5000 (2000 for Mbone). The default hierarchy creation parameter for the ALH scheme was 0.1, i.e., on average each parent had 9 children (1/0.1 -1). Further, to prevent extremely uneven distribution of the children among the parents, the maximum number of children a parent may have at each level was set to (4 (1=f rac pc ; 1)), where f r a c pc is the hierarchy creation parameter. Some of the results we present for ALH are both with the inter-receiver distance heuristic we described in Section II-A, and without any heuristic (named ALHheuristic and ALH-random respectively). In the second case, the set of parents selected at each level of the hierarchy is completely random, and then each child chooses randomly the parent to connect to. The results for ALH-random would eventually give us the worst-case ALH performance, i.e., when we do not have a good mechanism to create the recovery hierarchy. For each set of parameters we performed 50 simulations with a different set of receivers 4 . The results we present are averaged across all simulations, but we also present the 95% confidence interval (even though in most cases this interval is very small to be noticed).
For each scheme we measured the data recovery latency, exposure, data overhead, and control overhead across all links go-0-7803-7016-3/01/$10.00 ©2001 IEEE ing down (one-by-one). For simplicity we assumed that all links have the same propagation latency, and that sending a single packet over any of the links creates the same overhead to the network. The measured results were averaged across all links 5 . The metrics were computed using the expressions in Section II-C.
As we mentioned in Section I, we are not interested in investigating the particular protocols in details, but only in the underlaying schemes instead. For this reason we did not include in the basic schemes various protocol enhancements such as multiple LMS router state for routers with large fanout [14] that can help to reduce the control overhead. Figure 10 shows the data recovery latency for RAH and ALH (with and without the hierarchy creation heuristic). First, we can see that the results for RAH did match our analytical results. The fact that the RAH latency decreases when the number of receivers increase can be explained by the simple observation that a larger number of receivers increases the probability that there is a closer replier that has received the data, and therefore the recovery latency will be shorter. Surprisingly, the ALH-heuristic results were very similar to the RAH results but did not match our analytical results. This can be explained by the fact that in the k-ary trees there is strict enforcement on the recovery hierarchy construction (i.e., a parent can only be a leaf node), while in real-world topologies our heuristic will quite likely choose for each child/receiver its parent node to be reasonably close on the shortest path to the root. It is quite likely that such node will be chosen as a replier in RAH, and therefore the results for both schemes are similar. On the other hand, it is less likely that in ALH-random the parent will be on the shortest path. Hence, 5 We also experimented with weighting the results by the link loss probability which we assumed is proportional to the number of end-to-end shortest paths that use each link, but the results were similar. when the number of receivers increase, the number of levels in the data recovery hierarchy which do not follow the shortest path between the sender and each receiver will increase as well, and therefore the receiver latency will be longer. Figure 11 presents the results for the receiver exposure. The RAH exposure is always zero by the mechanism definition (true for a single link loss, but may not always be true if there were multiple link losses). The results for both ALH-heuristic and ALH-random are reasonably low. Surprisingly, ALH-heuristic performed worse than the ALH-random. The reason for this is that in ALH we can have exposure only if the parent uses multicast to send the data to its children. In our simulations the parent would use multicast only if at least 50% of the children did not receive the data. With ALH-heuristic there is larger probability for children locality, and therefore if any of them did not receive the data, there is larger probability that at least 50% of its siblings did not receive it either (i.e., larger probability that the parent will use multicast). Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the results for data and control overhead respectively. Here again the results for RAH and ALH-heuristic are very similar. However, while the RAH results match the analytical results, it is difficult to say the same thing for the ALH. Similar to the latency, the ALH-random results show that the overhead increases for a larger number of receivers, an artifact from the increased average depth of the recovery tree.
B. RAH and ALH Simulation Results
We should note that for all simulation the data and the control overhead seemed to be almost identical. On closer examination, the RAH control overhead was approximately 5-10% higher than the data overhead. We can explain the reason for this small difference by the fact that there is extra control traffic only over the path between a router-turning point and its replier, a path that by definition is as short as possible for that router, therefore the control overhead is minimized. Indeed, this overhead can be up to O(RouterFanout), but in most cases it did 0-7803-7016-3/01/$10.00 ©2001 IEEE not have a significant impact. For ALH the control overhead was even closer to the data overhead. The reason for this can be explained by the observation that the data overhead can be smaller only if the parent used multicast, but then the gain in some parts in the network may be reduced by the exposure in other parts. Figure 14 shows the latency results for three different values of the hierarchy creation parameter f r a c pc : 0.02, 0.1, and 0.4 6 . Interestingly, this parameter had almost no impact on the latency (only for a very large number of receivers the results for larger parameter value were slightly better). We believe that the reason for this is as follows. The recovery tree depth would eventually be larger when there is a large number of receivers. However, when the number of receivers increase, there is a higher probability that a parent will be on the shortest path between a child and the root (or at least almost on the shortest path). Then, if all of the parents are on the shortest path, there is no extra latency regardless of the number of intermediate hops to the root.
C. Simulation Results Sensitivity

C.1 ALH Hierarchy Organization Sensitivity
The data and control overhead results ( Figure 16 and Figure 17 ) do show however, that the overhead is more sensitive to the number of parents a child has to choose from. The higher sensitivity of the data and control overhead compared to the latency sensitivity can be explained by the fact that there is a large number of leaf links (i.e., when the size of the subtree that lost the data is 1), and in all those cases the overhead is much more sensitive to the distance to the parent that eventually has the data. On the contrary, the number of receivers that have very small round-trip time (the basic for comparing the latency), and there- From Figure 15 we can see that exposure increases when the number of potential parents is larger. The reason for the increase is because of the increased locality among all siblings, and therefore there is a larger probability the parent needs to use multicast to recover the data. Figure 12 and Figure 13 we can see that the RAH Mbone results match them closely.
The ALH-heuristic and ALH-random latency is also a reasonable match (See Figure 10 and Figure 18 ). However, the ALH exposure for Mbone is nearly twice higher than that for the Internet-core (see Figure 11 and Figure 19) ; further, the ALHrandom results for Mbone do not seem to converge for a large number of receivers. This result suggests that there are probably some topology characteristics that have impact on the receiver exposure, but those characteristics for the Mbone topology do not match the Internet-map, a hypothesis which we plan to verify and explore in the future.
Finally, the data and control overhead results for Mbone (see Figure 20 and Figure 21 ) also seem to match the Internet-core results (see Figure 12 and Figure 13 ). Further, because of the relatively larger number of receivers (compared to topology size), it is clearer that the overhead for ALH-heuristic slightly increases for a larger number of receivers.
The results from our simulations did show that ALH schemes with a good hierarchy organization can perform within a constant factor of RAH schemes. Further, the ALH performance was not affected by the levels in the hierarchy, but primarily by 0-7803-7016-3/01/$10.00 ©2001 IEEE 
V. RELATED WORK
Previous comparisons between assisted and non-assisted schemes [14] were limited in scope compared to our current work. For example, network overhead was not considered, and the topologies used were much smaller (approximately 200 nodes) generated topologies, where here we use large (over 50K nodes) real network topologies. Moreover, in this work we have added analysis to complement our results.
We now briefly describe some of the latest proposals for reliable multicast and point out relations to our ALH and RAH schemes. While our list is not exhaustive, it covers a broad range of current proposals. We begin with the non-assisted schemes first.
SRM [3] employs two global mechanisms to limit the number of messages generated, namely duplicate suppression and backoff timers. In SRM, recovery messages (requests and replies) are multicast to the entire group; receivers listen for recovery messages from other receivers before sending their own, and suppress duplicates. Thus, SRM creates a virtual hierarchy on the fly every time there is loss in the group. However, lack of scoping means that requests and retransmissions generated by SRM will reach the entire group. Local recovery methods have been proposed for SRM [12] , which bring SRM closer to our ALH scheme.
RMTP [11] is a typical example of a static hierarchical scheme which closely resembles our generic ALH scheme. The group is manually configured into Designated Receivers (DRs) and their children. DRs and their children form local groups. The source multicasts data to all receivers on the global group, but only the DRs return acknowledgments. Children unicast acknowledgments to their DRs, which schedule retransmissions using either unicast or local multicast depending on how many requests a DR has received. The Log-Based Receiver-reliable Multicast (LBRRM) [6] is another example of a static hierarchical scheme.
The Tree-based Multicast Transport Protocol (TMTP) [17] is another example of an ALH scheme, but uses a dynamic hierarchy. In TMTP, new members discover parents using an expanding ring search. Each endpoint maintains the hop distance to its parent, and each parent maintains the hop distance to its farthest child. These values are used to set the TTL field on requests and replies to limit their scope.
LGMP [5] is another hierarchical, subgroup-based protocol, where receivers dynamically organize themselves into subgroups by selecting a Group Controller to coordinate local retransmissions and process feedback messages. TRAM [2] is another dynamic tree-based protocol designed to support bulk data transfer. The tree formation and maintenance algorithms borrow from other schemes like TMTP, but TRAM has a richer tree management framework. TRAM supports member repair and monitoring, pruning of unsuitable members, and aggregation and propagation of protocol related information.
Moving to router-assisted schemes, Addressable Internet Multicast (AIM) [8] is a scheme that uses forwarding services that require routers to assign per-multicast group labels to all routers participating in that group. AIM uses these labels to send a request towards the source which get redirected to the nearest upstream member. If data is available, the NACK receiver responds with a retransmission which is also forwarded according to the router labels. Active Error Recovery (AER) [7] is another scheme that is very similar to our RAH scheme. In AER, each router that has a repair server attached periodically announces its existence to the downstream routers and receivers, and serves as a retransmitter of the lost data on the subtree below it, or collects and send NACKs upstream. OTERS [10] , uses a modified version of the mtrace [1] utility to build the hierarchy by incrementally identifying sub-roots using back-tracing. For each subroot, OTERS selects a parent. Unlike our RAH scheme, OTERS assumes the responsibility of discovering the topology and keeping track of changes in the structure of the underlying multicast group. Similar to OTERS, Tracer [9] also uses mtrace to allow each receiver to discover its path to the source. Once the path is discovered, receivers advertise their paths to near-by receivers using expanding ring search. Once receivers discover nearby receivers, they use the data from the traces and their loss rate to select parents.
Finally, PGM [15] , unlike the schemes described earlier, peeks into transport headers to filter messages. NACKs create state at the routers which is used to suppress duplicate NACKs and guide retransmissions to receivers that requested them. PGM creates a hierarchy rooted at the source, but provision is made for suitable receivers to act as Designated Local Retransmiters (DLRs) if desired.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we took a first cut at understanding the larger design question: Do router-assist schemes really perform better at error-recovery than application-level hierarchies? Our findings surprised us in many ways. First, although there was a constant factor difference in performance, the performance of ALH did not degrade with increasing group size. Second, although analysis on regular trees predicted a logarithmically increasing average latency for ALH, that trend disappeared in our simulations using irregular trees on real-world topologies. Finally, in our simulations, ALH was relatively insensitive to the depth of the recovery hierarchy.
One possible explanation for our findings is the congruence, in real and irregular networks, between a well-constructed application-level hierarchy and a router-assisted hierarchy. In this scenario, then, the performance differences arise entirely from the retransmission mechanism employed (directed subcast vis-a-vis unicast). But, in a near-optimal application-level hierarchy, the distance between parent and child is minimized, and the impact of the retransmission mechanism is small. The difference between the two schemes is significant only when losses occur near the root, and the number of levels in the hierarchy is large.
From the surprising finding that the performance difference between RAH and ALH was smaller than we had expected, it is probably too speculative to conclude that application-level hierarchies are more viable than router-assisted hierarchies for loss recovery. Our evaluations do not model the complexity and cost of hierarchy construction, particularly in the face of dynamics. They do not also consider that router-assist greatly simplifies application development.
